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FAST LAST DIGIT DETECTION OF A DIALED 
TELEPHONE NUMBER 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to a system and method 
for ef?ciently interfacing local and remote units of a 
telecommunications system. More particularly, it re‘ 
lates to a means for quickly and accurately detecting the 
last digit dialed from a standard dual tone, multiple 
frequency (DTMF) telephone based on the timing pat 
tern of dialed digits. 

BACKGROUND ART 

There are basically two prior art schemes which have 
been used to detect the last dialed digit of a dialed tele 
phone number. These two prior art schemes are generi 
cally described as a ?xed time delay and the North 
American Dialing Plan (NADP) scheme. 
The most common and simplest scheme, the ?xed 

time delay scheme, is implemented by receiving DTMF 
digits and simply waiting a preset amount of time after 
the last digit before extending the call to the called site. 
This set amount of time is typically ?ve seconds, i.e., if 
a digit is not received within ?ve seconds of the last 
dialed digit, then the system assumes that the last digit 
has been dialed. The drawback of such a scheme is 
evident; the delay period is longer in duration than even 
the time required to dial an eleven digit computer gen 
erated phone number. 
The second prior art scheme takes advantage of the 

NADP. The ?rst digit entered is examined, and if it is a 
“1”, then ten digits are to follow. If the ?rst digit is not 
a “0” or “1”, then the next two digits are checked for 
“11”, i.e., “411”, “711” or “911.” If this test also fails, 
then the system assumes a seven digit number will be 
dialed. As soon as seven digits are entered, this phase of 
dialing is determined to be complete. While the NADP 
scheme is certainly much faster than the ?xed time 
delay scheme, it is not universally applicable, e. g., it will 
not work with some of the newer numbering arrange 
ments such as “10288.” 

Accordingly, it is a primary object of the present 
invention to provide a new and improved system and 
method for ef?ciently recognizing the last digit of a 
standard dual tone, multiple frequency telephone num 
her. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a new and improved system and method of ef? 
ciently recognizing the last digit of a telephone number 
dialed from a standard DTMF telephone which greatly 
reduces the time needed for the dialed number to be 
transmitted from a local unit to a remote unit. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Brie?y stated, and in accordance with one embodi 
ment of this invention, a method and system of ef? 
ciently recognizing the last digit of a telephone number 
dialed from a standard DTMF telephone is provided 
which analyzes a series of early dialed digits and makes 
a determination based on their spacing whether the 
digits are computer or manually generated. In the pre 
ferred embodiment described herein, the system (i) cal 
culates an actual time gap between successive digits of 
the telephone number; (ii) compares the actual time gap 
to a known average time gap for computer generated 
digits; (iii) recognizes whether the telephone number is 
computer generated based upon the comparing step; 
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2 
(iv) sets a time delay for receiving successive digits 
equal to a minimal value when said telephone number is 
recognized as being computer generated; and (v) signals 
receipt of the completed telephone number when said 
time delay expires without recognition of a dialed digit. 
Although the inventive system can be incorporated 
using hardware components, a software implementation 
is preferred. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

While the speci?cation concludes with claims partic 
ularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject 
matter regarded as the invention herein, it is believed 
that the present invention will be more readily under 
stood from the following derailed description, taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating environments in 

which the present invention ?nds use; ' 
FIG. 2 depicts a stream of incoming computer gener 

ated dual tone, multiple frequency digits; and 
FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps of the 

present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
DRAWINGS 

Referring to FIG. 1, several possible uses of the pres 
ent invention are shown. Generally, the invention is 
used to communicate between one or more local units, 
as represented in box 10, and one or more remote units 
as illustrated in box 18. The local unit can be a point of 
sale (POS) terminal 14, a PC modem 15, or an autodial 
phone 16, and the remote unit can include one or more 
of a private branch exchange (PBX) 11, a central of?ce 
location 12, or a cellular phone 13 with an analog inter 
face. In a typical implementation, the system determines 
when a completed telephone number has been dialed in 
a local unit (numbered elements 14, 15 and 16) and 
should be transmitted to a remote‘ location (numbered 
items 11, 12 and 13). 
While the recognition of a last digit dialed in a tele 

phone number can be noted at a remote location, it is a 
more typical practice to determine if a completed tele 
phone number has been dialed before sending the tele 
phone number along communication line 20. 
FIG. 2 illustrates a computer generated, seven digit 

telephone number “555-2222” being transmitted on a 
time base. For purposes of simplicity, each digit (boxes 
numbered 2 and 5) has a duration of 100 milliseconds 
and a spacing 11 between digits of 100 milliseconds. 
Thus, if measurement began from the leading edge of 
the ?rst digit 12, the time necessary to generate this 
phone number 13 would be 1,300 milliseconds com 
prised of six 100 millisecond gaps and seven 100 milli 
second digits. Of course, this calculation is for explana 
tory purposes only and will vary in actual use. 
The processing steps of FIG. 3 will be described in 

conjunction with the receipt of the seven digit tele 
phone number illustrated in FIG. 2. Upon receipt of the 
?rst digit “5”, the system switches from idle state (step 
22); the received digit is “time stamped” (step 24). After 
receipt of this ?rst digit, a delay is set; it is indicated as 
three seconds in FIG. 3, and it is the time during which 
a next digit must be received. If the next digit is re 
ceived within the delay (step 26), that second digit will 
also be time stamped (step 28). Alternatively, if the time 
delay period expires without receipt of a second digit, 
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[the single digit is sent as indicated (“timeout”) by line 
30.] a timeout is generated, an end of digits signal is 
generated, and the single digit is sent to the remote unit 
18 along the communication line 20. 

In step 32, the system next determines whether ?ve 
digits have been received; if so, the system proceeds to 
step 34 for analysis of the digits or, more accurately, 
analysis of the gaps between digits. On the other hand, 
if ?ve digits have not yet been received, the system 
returns to step 26 to wait for the next incoming digit. 
After ?ve digits have been received, the measured time 
gaps between digits are analyzed. 

In the preferred embodiment described herein, the 
system waits for at least ?ve dialed digits in order to 
avoid the problem where an exceedingly fast manual 
dialer can replicate the speed of computer generated 
digits for perhaps two or three digits. For instance, 
many people can rapidly dial an often-used area code; if 
the system only measured these three digits it could 
result in an erroneous designation of the number being 
labeled computer generated. However, it will be noted 
that the system can be modi?ed by waiting for a differ 
ent number of digits. 
The time gap between each of the ?ve digits is calcu 

lated in step 33 from the time stamp information ob 
tained in step 28. In step 34, the system compares the 
actual gaps between the ?ve digits to a known or stan 
dard average digit gap, and determines whether the 
differences fall within a preset range. For instance, if the 
average digit gap is approximately 100 milliseconds and 
the preset range is approximately 20 milliseconds, the 
system determines that the digits are computer gener 
ated only if the actual time gaps between digits are less 
than 120 milliseconds (100 millisecond average gap plus 
20 millisecond preset time range). If a gap is outside of 
the range which has been set, the system assumes that 
the digits of the dialed telephone number are being 
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manually generated and thereafter will wait three sec- . 
onds with no digit received before concluding that 
dialing has been completed (step 36). Alternatively, if 
each comparison between the average digit gap and an 
actual gap is within the preset range, the system con 
cludes that the digits of the telephone number are being 
computer generated and will wait a time period much 
less than three seconds, as set in step 38, before deter 
mining that the absence of any more digits is indicative 
of the completion of dialing. In a preferred embodi 
ment, this time delay will be set to two times the aver 
age gap, i.e., in our example, approximately 200 milli 
seconds. In general, the waiting period, or delay, used in 
the subsequent processing is representative of the ex 
pected time spacing between successive digits for the 
type of dialing which has just been determined. 
The analysis of step 34 can actually take more than 

one form. For instance, each actual gap can be com 
pared to the known average time gap, and only if each 
falls within the preset range will the digits be consid 
ered computer generated. Alternatively, the average of 
the actual time gaps can be compared to the known 
average time gap to determine if the average difference 
falls within a preset range. It is also possible to compare 
the actual gaps with each other (without use of a 
“known” average); if the deviations are not excessive, 
i.e., they are within computer-generated-digit toler 
ances, then it can be determined that computer dialing is 
in progress. 

In step 40, the system receives the remaining digits, 
waiting after each for the delay period which was set 
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4 
previously (i.e., approximately three seconds for manu 
ally generated digits or approximately 200 milliseconds 
for computer generated digits), and signaling the end of 
dialing after the expiration of the delay period (step 42). 
Once the end of dialing is signaled, the digits are sent to 
the remote unit 18 via communication line 20 (step 43) 
and the call is completed (step 44). Upon completion of 
the call or if a successful connection is not made, the 
system hangs up (step 45) and returns to the idle state 
(step 22). 
While the embodiment described above require the 

comparison of the actual digit gaps to a stored known 
digit gap, the invention can be implemented in other 
ways, taking advantage of the fact that computer 
generated digits are generally uniformly spaced. For 
instance, a software system can be comprised wherein if 
each of ?ve successive digits are all received within a 
nearly identical time differential, the system will assume 
that the number is computer generated. Thus, even if a 
computer generated number is slower than the 100 
millisecond average but still produces digits equally 
spaced (for example, with 200 millisecond spacing) the 
system will still identify the number as computer gener 
ated since humans will rarely, if ever, duplicate equally 
digits at the time sensitivity (i.e., milliseconds) being 
measured. 
From the foregoing description, it will be apparent 

that the present invention provides a method and sys 
tem of ef?ciently recognizing a last digit of a telephone 
number dialed from a standard DTMF telephone which 
greatly reduces the recognition of a last dialed digit. 
Moreover, it will be further apparent that the invention 
provides a system for last digit detection which can 
easily be implemented by microprocessor means. 

Various modi?cations of the invention will occur to 
those skilled in the art. For example, the average time 
gap and preset time range values may change as basic 
telephone system improvements are implemented or for 
particular uses. Furthermore, it is envisioned that the 
technique of the present invention will allow easy im 
plemented modi?cation simply by varying certain pre 
programmed values. 

While there have been shown and described what is 
presently considered to be the preferred embodiment of 
this invention, it will be obvious to those skilled in the 
art that various other changes and modi?cations may be 
made without departing from the broader aspects of this 
invention. It is, therefore, aimed in the appended claims 
to cover all such changes and modi?cations as fall 
within the true spirit and scope of this invention. 

I claim: 
1. A method of ef?ciently recognizing when the last 

digit of a DTMF telephone number has been dialed 
comprising the steps of: 

(a) monitoring a series of early successive dialed dig 
its; 

(b) calculating the time gaps between said early suc 
cessive dialed digits; ' 

(c) comparing the time gaps calculated in step (b) 
with a predetermined digit time gap applicable to 
computer generated DTMF dialing to determine 
whether each calculated time gap and said prede 
termined digit time gap are within a preset time 
range; 

(d) determining that said telephone number is (i) com 
puter generated when each calculated time gap is 
less than the sum of said predetermined digit time 
gap and said preset time range, and (ii) manually 
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generated when one of said calculated time gaps is 
greater than or equal to the sum of said predeter 
mined digit time gap and said preset time range; 

(e) setting a time delay equal to (i) a ?rst value when 
said telephone number is determined to be manu 
ally generated, and (ii) a second value, less than 
said ?rst value, when said telephone number is 
determined to be computer generated; 

(f) monitoring digits dialed subsequent to said early 
dialed digits; and 

(g) signaling the end of said telephone number dialing 
when said set time delay expires without receipt of 
a digit dialed subsequent to said early dialed digits. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said series of early 
successive dialed digits is equal to ?ve such digits. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said predetermined 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein said preset time 20 
range is approximately 20 milliseconds. 

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the ?rst value of 
said time delay is approximately three seconds. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the second value of 25 
said time delay is approximately 200 milliseconds. 

7. A method of signaling an end of a dialed telephone 
number comprising the steps of: 

(a) calculating actual time gaps between early succes 
sive received digits of said dialed telephone num 
ber; 

(b) comparing said actual time gaps to a standard time 
gap applicable to computer generated digits; 

(c) determining whether said dialed telephone num- 35 
her is being manually or computer generated in 
accordance with the results of said comparing step; 

(d) setting a time delay representative of the expected 
time spacing between successive digits for the type 
of dialing determined to be in progress in step (c); 
and 
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6 
(e) signaling receipt of the last dialed digit in said 

telephone number when said set time delay expires 
without receipt of a dialed digit. 

8. The method of claim 7 wherein in step (c) it is 
determined that said telephone number is being manu 
ally generated when one of said actual time gaps ex 
ceeds said standard time gap by an amount greater than 
or equal to a preset time range. 

9. The method of claim 7 wherein said determining 
step is performed based on a predetermined number of 
calculated actual time gaps between successive received 
digits. 

10. The method of claim 7 wherein in step (b) each of 
said actual time gaps is compared to said standard time 
gap. 

11. The method of claim 10 wherein in step (c) said 
telephone number is determined to be computer gener 
ated when each of said actual time gaps is less than the 
sum of said standard time gap and a preset time range. 

12. The method of claim 7 wherein in step (c) said 
telephone number is determined to be computer gener 
ated when the average of a number of actual time gaps 
is less than the sum of said standard time gap and a 
preset time range. 

13. A method of efficiently recognizing a last digit of 
a standard DTMF dialed telephone number comprising 
the steps of: 

timing relative to each other a selected number of 
successive received digits of said telephone num 
ber; 

comparing the timing of said successive received 
digits with digit spacing patterns applicable to 
computer generated digits to determine whether 
the telephone number is being dialed manually or 
automatically; and 

determining when said last digit has been dialed when 
a succeeding digit is not received within a predeter 
mined time interval, said predetermined time inter 
val being a function of whether it has been deter 
mined that the telephone number is being dialed 
manually or automatically. 

* =k * * * 


